Abstract
Introduction
In many embedded applications incorporating distributed processing nodes there has to be a high bandwidth in the communication system. One example is a robot with several intelligent image sensors where extracted features or raw data are transferred in real time to SIMD-arrays (Single Instruction stream, Multiple Data streams) executing artificial neural network algorithms
The concept originates from a distributed SIMD architecture, MIMSIMD (Multiple Instruction streams for Multiple SIMD arrays), where each node can consist of thousands of processing elements. This makes the nodes require a very high communication and U 0 bandwidth, but also low-bandwidth nodes can be connected to the network such as traditional digital signal processors, sensors and actuators. The bit-length of the frames, the smallest fraction of the communication messages, can with advantage be set to the same number as the number of processing elements in the SIMD-nodes.
By using Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) the bandwidth is split into time-slots that are allocated statically or dynamically. The time-slots can then be used by logical channels. In applications with partly predetermined behavior some of the scheduling scheme can be statically downloaded at system design with the possibility to change it later by connecting the development system to the target system via a gateway node, see Figure 2 . A certain amount of bandwidth is thereby guaranteed to each node in the system according to the estimated requirements. Dynamic scheduling is achieved by sending the bandwidth demands of the nodes at regular intervals, and then giving the nodes their share of the bandwidth. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the second and third section the electronic star and the passive optical star will be described, while the fourth section will focus on the medium access control and the fifth on the scaleability properties. In Section 6 some typical applications are mentioned. Section 7 will then conclude the paper.
The Electronic Star
The electronic star in the concept, Figure 3 , reminds of an ATM-switch (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) but they have nothing more in common than that they both switch messages between fiber optic point-to-point connections. However, several standard integrated circuits intended for ATM-networks may be used, both communication chips and switching chips, as long as they do not have any parts of the ATM-protocol included.
Each node in the system has two fibers, one for each direction, connecting it to the star. The transmitter and receiver modules can for example be TriQuint's Hot Rod chips [ 181 where bit synchronization is maintained by continuously sending information, either data or synchronization patterns, over the serial link. This can be done because of the fact that each fiber actually is a point to point connection and not a shared medium. To keep the scheduling complexity low it is an advantage if the switching circuit is always able to simultaneously assign a path to an arbitrary output channel from every single incoming channel (true crossbar). The switch should also be able to map one input channel to many output channels, multicasting, or one input to all outputs, broadcasting (these features are automatically implemented with a true crossbar switch), Commercially available switch chips are listed in [6] . As shown in the figure, the control unit of the star is connected to the switch in the same way as the other channels are. By this connection it receives control messages and can, by the information in these messages, configure the star. This will be further described in Section 4. 
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The Passive Optical Star
Exchanging the electronic star in a cluster by a passive optical one, Figure 4 , will enforce a broadcasting mechanism where all incoming messages to the star will be distributed to all nodes in the cluster by splitting the light. The passive optical star can be seen as a bus topology where, as long as only one wavelength is used, only one message can pass through the star at a time. This is in contrast with the electronic star which can handle messages from all nodes in the system at the same time. In the future, however, when WDM-components become available at reasonable prices, the passive star cluster can be very powerful with several parallel wavelength channels per node where, for full flexibility, each node in the cluster can have both tunable transmitters and receivers. Different WDM-components are described in If the number of wavelength channels is set to exactly the same as the number of nodes in the cluster, then the complexity can be kept down at the cost of the limitation in bandwidth with only one channel per node. This is ~4 1 . done by the architecture in Figure 5 where every transmitter has a unique wavelength and every receiver is tunable. Still there is full connectivity and a broadcast can be sent from any of the nodes by having all receivers of the cluster listen to the same wavelength.
The number of nodes is limited by the power that is launched by a transmitting node, the attenuation in the star and in the fibers, and by the sensitivity of the receiver. Dispersion is another limiting factor that appears in high speed fiber optic systems but is not so critical in embedded systems as in telecommunication because of the short distances. 
Medium Access Control
Here we describe the medium access method used in the network. We first describe the basic ideas, common to both implementations. Then, in Section 4.2 and 4.3, we explain details in the medium access control for the electronic star cluster and the passive optical star cluster, respectively. We then describe static and dynamic scheduling strategies.
Time Division Multiplexing
The access to the physical medium in a cluster, handled by the imedium access control layer (MAC), is cyclically scheduled and based on TDM and well synchronized nodes IIlZ]. To avoid collision there is a copy of the schedule in every node. The schedule is stored in time-slot memories where the access to the star, and hence to the network, is partitioned into time slots of equal length. At system start-up all nodes measure their propagation delays to the star by sending messages to themselves. By this the nodes are able to know precisely when they should begin transmitting or receiving. The advantages with time-slot memories are that high bandwidth utilization can be achieved since collisions are avoided and propagation delays are accounted for, and that the network can be used by hard real-time systems that need time-deterministic communications. In [ 111 TDM is motivated by constant medium-access delay independent of external stimuli, and by the fact that it is time deterministic, load independent and collision-free.
The mechanism used to synchronize the nodes is based on adjustable hardware clocks. At appropriate intervals the nodes exchange their clock values [19] . Even if the accuracy of the synchronization method is very good there is always an uncertainty. To get around this problem a gap is inserted after each frame. The minimum size of the gap can be determined by: between two wavelengths due to dispersion.
The Electronic Star Cluster
In the electronic star cluster the medium access control is implemented in the following way: To avoid collision, every node, as well as the star coupler, has a copy of the schedule stored in a cyclically accessed time-slot memory where the access to the star is partitioned into time slots of equal length. The time slots can be visualized as parts Every receiver in the star has its own communication cycle and the contents of each slot in the time-slot memory tells the switch where to direct the frame. This is controlled by the control unit in the star, Figure 3 . In the nodes there are two communication cycles, one for the transmitter and one for the receiver. When scheduling a transmitter to send at a specific time the time-slot for that particular instance is allocated both in the star cycle of the actual receiver in the star, in the transmitter cycle, and in the cycle of the receiver or receivers for which the message is destined.
The Passive Optical Star Cluster
To achieve more bandwidth in the future the electronic star can be exchanged by a passive optical star and WDM. Every wavelength then has its own virtual communication cycle in the star running in parallel with all other wavelengths. Transmitters and receivers, only capable of using one wavelength at the time, only need to h-ave one cycle each, but still they have to store the information about which wavelength to use in each time slot. Therefore, in a node with no parallel wavelength channels, there are still only two communication cycles, one for the transmitter and one for the receiver. The cycles have access to all wavelengths, if that particular device is tunable, but only one at a time.
When a receiver is to change to another wavelength it is important to have a fast clock recovery circuit to retain the high bandwidth utilization. One implementation of a fast clock recovery is described in [9] where the clock recovery circuit always has eight different phases of the clock to choose between. Another way to solve this problem is to have one clock recovery circuit for each transmitting node and its wavelength channel, or to have two circuits, one for the currently used channel and one to recover the clock for the next channel to be used, like a pipeline stage.
Scheduling
In some applications all communications can be scheduled off-line statically and then be downloaded to the target system, i.e. into the time-slot memories. The communication will then automatically be timedeterministic, which is a great advantage in real-time systems. However, dynamic properties of the interconnection network are often desired. Here we will discuss both static and dynamic properties of the network. For clearness the assumption is made that the receivers are capable only of receiving from one wavelength channel at the time.
In dynamic distributed real-time systems, messages may be classified into two categories [l], best effort messages and guarantee seeking messages. While best effort messages normally have soft deadlines where the system will try its best to meet the deadlines, guarantee seeking messages have harder timing constraints. If the communication system cannot guarantee the timing constraints of a guarantee seeking message the owner of the message should be aware of it immediately.
In this concept some of the bandwidth is statically allocated at system design, the static part of the cycle in Figure 7 . This gives all nodes a minimum number of time-slots, according to a rough estimation of the bandwidth needs, where data frames can be transmitted. The medium access control layer can then offer the higher layers, not described here, services for guarantee seeking messages. If the statically allocated bandwidth is sufficient for the message to meet its deadline, then a guarantee is stated. If not, the message will never be accepted for transmission.
In the control slots of the previous cycle a broadcast message is sent from each node to tell which node or nodes the data messages in the static part is intended for, seen as the arrow in Figure 8 pointing at the static part of the next cycle. Only one control slot is needed for each source node. Information about buffer space, dynamic allocation of time-slots (described below) and clock values for the synchronization mechanism are also contained in the control slot. Even the static time-slots are partly dynamic, and hence more flexible, because it is only the source that is statically allocated, the destination is chosen dynamically just one cycle in advance. However, the above layers are expected to implement services where the receiver also is involved in the setup of connections. The size of the static part depends on how good estimations of the communication behavior that can be done at system design or when the system is changed. Figure   7 is also shared by all nodes but the shares are recalculated at each cycle. Every turn of the cycle the nodes ask for bandwidth by sending broadcast messages in the control slots. In this way each node can independently calculate the scheme for the next cycle since it has exactly the same information as every other node. The requests will take effect on the dynamic part of the next cycle, see Figure 8 . Assuming that Bdyn is the total bandwidth of the dynamic part and N is the number of nodes in the cluster, if the total requested bandwidth exceeds the amount of bandwidth in the dynamic part of the cycle, only nodes that required less bandwidth than Bdyn / N get what they asked for. The rest of the bandwidth will be equally shared by the other nodes. The dynamic allocation scheme is aimed for best effort messages. This far only communication through one channel in the star at a time has been discussed. However, the timeslot allocation scheme can be extended to search for free resources after the main scheduling has been done. The free resources can in each time-slot position be in the form of: free wavelength channels in the passive optical star, free independent paths through the electronic star, transmitters that are not sending, and receivers that are not receiving in the actual time-slot position. In addition to the already mentioned free resources, there can exist time-slots in the static part that are not used in the actual cycle. These can be used to temporarily enlarge the dynamic part of the cycle. When searching for the free resources, time-slots for the whole path from the transmitter to the receiver must then be free in the same time-slot position in the cycles if it shall be possible to use the path. All cycles in the star must hence be scheduled at the same time and in the case of the electronic star the time-slots of the different channels through the switch must be started synchronously to avoid collision. 
The dynamic part of the communication cycle in
Scaleability Properties
The fact that the medium access control is the same for electronic star clusters and passive optical star clusters makes it easy to upgrade from an active star to a passive one. By using WDM with fixed transmitters and the same number of wavelength channels as the number of nodes in the cluster the passive star will reach the same bandwidth as the electronic crossbar star but with 2 N optoelectronic components instead of 4N where N is the number of nodes. The number of optoelectronic components related to the number of nodes in the cluster is shown in Figure 9 . For the passive star, the number mentioned is only true when WDM-components are available as single components, e.g. tunable photo diodes or arrays of photo diodes with different wavelengths. Without this kind of components the number will be N + N 2 , assuming fixed transmitters and tunable receivers. Thus the electronic star is the best alternative today and in the near future, while the passive star can offer a cheaper system with less components in a longer perspective. The concept is hence scaleable to future technology.
The maximum size of a passive star cluster primarily depends on the attenuation in the star, which i s proportional to the number of nodes, but also on dispersion. However, the dispersion is not so critical in short distance communication as in telecommunication and therefore the components in embedded systems have less requirements. In the case of the electronic star these parameters are even less critical and do not depend on the number of nodes, but when the size of the cluster grows too big the complexity of the star limits the size of the cluster. To take care of this limitation we introduce clustering, Figure 1 , where a backbone star connects several clusters via dual-ported nodes. With passive optical stars sized 144 x 144, networks with over 20 000 nodes can be built. Each of these nodes is typically a SIMD array with thousands of processing elements. Both electronic and optical star clusters can exist in the same system, see Figure 10 . The scheduling of intercluster communication is not described here but is ongoing work. When dividing a system into clusters the communication behavior should be estimated as far as possible to place nodes that communicate a lot with each other in the same cluster. In this way the inter-cluster communication can be kept at a low level. By clustering we achieve scaleability to systems with a large number of nodes.
If all nodes in a passive star cluster are expanded to handle several wavelength channels at the same time we get higher peak bandwidth from the nodes. If we then insert more wavelength channels than nodes in the cluster we get higher total bandwidth too. In other words we can scale to higher bandwidth, both per node and overall, by using WDM.
Applications
The concept is primarily developed for embedded distributed real-time systems but can be used in non realtime applications too. In applications like autonomous robots where the bandwidth requirements of the distributed nodes differ from node to node, e.g. depending on the kind of sensors that are attached to the nodes, the concept offers the possibility to allocate different amount of static bandwidth between the nodes at system design.
In some applications there are several working modes of the system, where each mode represents a static communication scheme. This could for example be a radar system with distributed SIMD-nodes where the modes are different sets of algorithms. The modes can be realized as different segments in the time-slot memories where a change of a segment pointer alters between the segments instantaneously.
Other applications that demand a high bandwidth are real-time image processing and applications using artificial neural networks. With massively parallel SIMDnodes, multiple-Gbps communication is needed to satisfy the requirements of this kind of systems [3] [5] .
Conclusions
In this paper a communication concept for embedded massively parallel real-time systems has been described. It meets the demands of multi-million processor-array systems organized in a modular way. A star network topology is used and the main feature of the concept is scaleability which is offered in several ways. By having two kinds of stars, electronic and passive optical, it is scaleable from currently available technology to future technology where WDM can be implemented with single optoelectronic components. WDM is used to make the system scale to higher bandwidth and clustering to make it scale to larger networks.
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